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International Human Rights Day
Dear Friends of World Peace in Japan:

Politicians have power, but they are not respected, because they do not represent our ordinary
people‘s interest and concerns. Few of them are accountable. American politicians have the
greatest power, but most of them are disliked and some of them are strongly hated all over the
world, because they acted against world justice and peace. Since Japan is still my second “home
town” of our earth village, I know very well that, more than other peoples in the world, the
Japanese people admire the American people very much, hence strongly dislike most American
politicians and its foreign policy, especially these politicians currently occupying the White
House and its Japan policy.
Even though the whole twentieth century history of Japan teaches us that Japan’s interest is not
in global wars but in world peace, the Japanese diplomats and Jieidai soldiers have to die in Iraq
for another empire’s unjust and unnecessary military occupation. Why? Because Japan’s policies
are not made in Nagadacho or Kasumigaseki, they are made in Washington DC.
To change the current Japanese reactionary politics, we have to change Washington DC,
especially the White House. Every one in Japan knows this. The question is: how could we do
that?
There are many ways to do so and many peace-loving Japanese people have participated to
this revolutionary change of US-Japanese relations. We have met many obstacles, and one of
the greatest difficulties, until today, is to find a genuine American political leader beyond the
narrow interest of his/her election district or “national interest.”
Now we have such a political leader in the US Congress, and he is running the 2004 US
President! His name is Dennis J. Kucinich! From web site www.kucinich.us and many
Japanese translations (such as http://kucinich.fc2web.com), we are excited to discover that our
struggle for world peace is not alone. In all issues, Kucinich represents the interest of the
collective destination of the only one humanity in the world. Let us all over the world support
him for his struggle for a world of justice and peace.
Respectfully,
Jing Zhao, Ph. D
President of US-Japan-China Comparative Policy Research Institute, San Jose, USA
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